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Progress toward active-cycling safety integration to be presented at CES
(Las Vegas, NV) – Trek Bicycle and Tome Software are leading the drive to make roads
safer for cyclists. With the support of Ford Motor Co., they’ll continue a movement
toward an industry standard for active-cycling safety in 2018.
Trek and Tome are showcasing the development on an AI-based bicycle-to-vehicle
communication system (B2V) at Ford’s booth during the 2018 CES in Las Vegas.
B2V is now adding Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything (C-V2X) technology to its technical
roadmap. C-V2X has the potential to help cities around the world create safer, more
capable infrastructure and connect vehicles to a larger communications system. It is
designed to allow vehicles to directly communicate with other vehicles, pedestrian
devices, bikes and roadside infrastructure, such as tra c signs and construction
zones. C-V2X also provides opportunities for direct bicycle electronics integration, as
well as mobile phone app integration for cyclists.
Originally announced in September 2017, Trek and Tome’s collaboration has now
expanded the research and development phase of B2V to include automotive and
smart-city integrations, with the goal of reducing the number of cyclists killed and
injured on the road. Ford is supporting the work that Trek and Tome are doing to
evaluate the technical opportunities and the best user experiences for cyclists on
roadways.
Cyclists are an important and growing part of urban mobility and multimodal
transportation and B2V will be critical to the future of safer cycling, where vehicles,
devices, and the surrounding environment communicate wirelessly.
“Ford has been supportive of our mission to make cycling safer since day one and we
all understand how important it is that B2V technology is open and shared," said Tome
founder and CEO Jake Sigal.
Trek is in a unique position to lead the development e ort as an industry leader with a
history of conducting research that has led to a range of products cyclists utilize to
enhance their visibility, including electronics and apparel.
“The future for us is moving from a more passive approach to cycling safety and
focusing our development on active safety measures,” Trek Electronics Product
Manager Scott Kasin said. “We want to ensure that while cyclists have the tools and
knowledge to do what they can to create a safer experience, they will now have the
enhanced ability to communicate their presence directly to vehicles.”
For B2V, Trek will focus on the rider’s user experience and the electronics available to
them that will alert drivers to their presence in potentially-dangerous roadway areas.
Unlike its existing visibility products, Trek B2V-enabled equipment will focus on giving
driver alerts directly to approaching vehicles. The software technology will be licensed
to cycling and automotive companies as an industry standard. While the technology
will initially appear in Trek and Bontrager products, the company intends to publish the
results of its development.
Track the progress being made on Trek and Tome’s B2V innovations at
TomeSoftware.com or visit us at the Ford CES booth 5002.

####
About Trek:
Trek Bicycle is a global leader in the design and manufacture of bicycles and related
products. Trek believes the bicycle can be a simple solution to many of the world's
most complex problems, and is committed to breaking down the barriers that prevent
people from using bicycles more often for transportation, recreation, and inspiration.
About Tome:
From their o ce nest in metro Detroit, Tome’s wise, challenge hungry owls live to take
on the world’s most-intriguing tech puzzles. Led by serial entrepreneurs Jake Sigal
and Massimo Baldini, Tome operates in the Internet of Things tech space, specializing
in the development of mobility IoT software solutions. Tome manages the end-to-end
product lifecycle to conceive, craft, pilot and launch solutions to real-world problems.
Hailed as TechWeek Detroit’s 2017 Startup of the Year, Tome stocks its team with the
right people and always gives them the best tools for the job. Sigal and Baldini
founded Tome in 2014 after Ford acquired their ﬁrst startup, Livio.
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